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DLDNK-2W
Brand Features

The Leviton Lumina™ RF Decora® Keypad Room Controller (DLDNK) is the primary
user interface for a Lumina RF Standalone Room Controller System, combining both
familiar pushbutton control and energy management business logic into line voltage-
powered wireless communication devices. The Lumina RF Keypad manages a room
by coordinating activities of all devices within the space.
The Keypad integrates with the Lumina RF Occupancy Sensor (ZSC04/ZSC15) and
Lumina RF Photocell (LURPC) to create an advanced intelligent lighting system that
meets lighting control requirements for IECC, ASHRAE 90.1 and Title 24. Dimming,
multi-zone daylight harvesting, occupancy and vacancy sensing, manual control, and
scene control are configured using the Bluetooth®-enabled Leviton Neuron™ app.
The Keypad also provides the primary interface between the smartphone/tablet
commissioning and control device and the Lumina RF system. Wirelessly configure,
control, monitor and provision the Lumina RF Standalone Room Controller System
using the Bluetooth®-enabled Neuron app designed for an Android or iOS smart
phone and other compatible devices within a 30’ range.

Item Description

Lumina RF Decora 2-Button multi-function BLE keypad with room controller and LED
feedback functionality, 120-277VAC, 50/60Hz, White.

Features and Benefits

Bluetooth interface for connection to any Android or iOS devices with Bluetooth

3.0 or later interface—download Leviton Neuron app at

Leviton.com/appsConfigurationControlStatus monitoring

-

Every node is a repeater-

Line voltage powered-

Implements energy management business logic for Lumina RF devices—Lumina

RF Occupancy Sensors (ZSC04/ZSC15) and Lumina RF Photocell (LURPC)

-

Customizable buttons that can be programmed through the Leviton Neuron app

to perform a variety of functions:Room ON/OFFGroup ON/OFFSceneAny fixture

at any levelFade timePreset groupsToggle

-

Button LEDs monitor and track actual room status-

Decora aesthetic-

Available in 1-, 2-, 4- and 8-button models-

LED status indicators-

Multiple operating modes: toggle maintained, toggle momentary and preset-
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Leviton has a global presence.
If you would like to know where your local Leviton office is located please go to:
www.leviton.com/international/contacts/

*Leviton is the smart choice, providing the most comprehensive range of solutions to meet the needs of today's residential, commercial and industrial
buildings. Leveraging more than a century of experience, Leviton helps customers create sustainable, intelligent environments through its electrical
wiring devices, network and data center connectivity solutions, and lighting energy management systems. From switches and receptacles, to daylight
harvesting controls, networking systems, and equipment for charging electric vehicles, Leviton solutions help customers achieve savings in energy,
time and cost, all while enhancing safety.


